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The SEER Group LLC Acquires Nolan Heating & Air
REDMOND, WASH – The SEER Group LLC (www.theseergroupllc.com) is pleased to announce its
thirteenth acquisition, Nolan Heating & Air, a heating & air conditioning company located in Colfax Wash.
(www.nolanheatingandair.com). Nolan Heating & Air will be a subsidiary of Mike’s Mechanical Services
LLC, based in Lewiston, Idaho.
Nolan Heating & Air has been serving residential and commercial customers in Eastern Washington and
Idaho since 1995. “We are excited to have Nolan Heating & Air join our family of companies,” says Darrin
Erdahl, CEO and Founder of The SEER Group LLC. “This acquisition strengthens our footprint in the
Northwest and supports our growth plan to expand into multiple markets across the United States,” he added.
Jon Brotnov, President of Mike’s Mechanical LLC stated, “Greg and Gwen Nolan have spent the last 25
years creating a foundation of employees and customers that are cherished and treated like family. It is a
great honor that Greg and Gwen have trusted The SEER Group to continue on with the core values that
founded Nolan Heating and Air, and we welcome a new group of employees that have a wide range of skill
sets like; geo thermal, custom sheet metal work, radiant heating and solar. It was a pleasure to have gained
the confidence of Gwen Nolan during the acquisition process, so much so that she ultimately decided to stay
on as a full time employee with the SEER Group.”

Headquartered in Redmond, Washington, The SEER Group LLC (www.theseergroupllc.com) was established to bring
together industry-leading residential and commercial HVAC, electrical, and plumbing companies.
Its mission is to help its partner company owners grow their businesses, achieve their financial goals, and facilitate
planned exit strategies. Through flexible investment solutions, The SEER Group LLC provides entrepreneurs with the
opportunity to sell all or part of their businesses depending on their financial goals and other objectives.
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